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Wherever we are, what we hear is mostly noise. When we ignore it, it disturbs us.
When we listen to it, we find it fascinating. The sound of a truck at 50 m.p.h. Static
between the stations. Rain. We want to capture and control these sounds, to use
them, not as sound effects, but as musical instruments.
– John Cage on the future of music - from a lecture given in 1937
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1. BACKGROUND

The importance of sound in the interaction with virtual objects is well known. Because such sounds are
ubiquitous and we are exposed to them from infancy, we usually are not aware of them, unless we specifically
direct our attention to them. Yet if they are absent, or if their digital emulation is of low quality, we notice
this immediately.

I became first aware of these sounds as a student of music composition when I performed John Cage’s
4’33”. This is an improvisatory piece of undetermined duration, for any instrumentation, in three pieces, the
only constraint being that the performer does not make any sounds. During the 3’50” of the performance
(which was the duration I chose) it seemed that my senses were heightened and I could hear a symphony
of sounds such as feet shuffling, a distant car, my own breathing, and the angry footfall of a member of the
audience who left the performance.

It was only much later that I embarked on a line of research, trying to recreate such everyday sounds
digitally on the computer. This is surprisingly difficult. Though these sounds appear simple, the underlying
physical processes are extraordinarily complicated.

I prefer to classify there sounds not by their auditory nature, but by the nature of the material objects
creating them. Since the matter we normally interact with can exist in three phases, there are three corre-
sponding classes of sounds. Contact sounds are made when solid objects touch. The contact forces cause
the surfaces to vibrate and emit sound. Aerodynamic sounds are the sounds created by air, possibly in
combination with solid bodies. They are caused by turbulence in the air. Liquid sounds are made by water
and other liquids. They are caused predominantly by resonating trapped air bubbles.

2. CONTACT SOUNDS

Gaver [1988; 1993] pioneered the use of synthetic contact sounds to accompany direct human interactions
with a computer. Takala and Hahn [1992] first constructed a general framework for producing sound effects
synchronized with animation. In their framework, sounds are attached to graphical objects, and events can
trigger visual as well as sonic events. Hahn et al. [1995] introduced a number of synthesis algorithms for
contact sounds. The musically motivated real-time synthesis techniques pioneered by Cook [1995; 1996] can
also be used to create sound effects for contact interactions with virtual objects. Specific models to recreate
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timbral variations resulting from touching objects at different locations were described in [Doel and Pai 1996;
1998].

Recently, major progress has been made in the integration of animation, contact sounds, and graphics.
O’Brien [2001] describes an off-line system to compute both sound and motion from a single physical model
of deformable bodies. The FoleyAutomatic system [Doel et al. 2001] uses modal resonance models to create
real-time sound effects to accompany interactions with virtual (simulated) objects. The model data are
acquired systematically through measurements as described by Pai et al. [2001]. O’Brien et al. [2002] present
methods to compute, offline, and from first principles, the modal data for real-time modal models. Physically
based models for the excitations during collision and sliding contacts have also been investigated [Avanzini
and Rocchesso 2001; Avanzini et al. 2002]. The quality of the synthetic contact sounds was investigated
experimentally in [Doel et al. 2002]. In [Doel et al. 2004] efficient algorithms were developed allowing the
synthesis of very complex auditory environments with contact sounds.

3. AERODYNAMIC AND LIQUID SOUNDS

Physical models for aerodynamic sounds have appeared very recently [Dobashi et al. 2003; 2004]. A simplified
model of turbulence was used to compute sounds made by moving air around fast moving objects such as
swords and sticks, or by wind.

The only work on physically based synthetic liquid sounds that I am aware of is the accompanying article.
The most interesting discovery for me was that the sounds of resonating submerged bubbles, which have
been known to be the key component of water sounds since 1933, can successfully be used as primitives
for a versatile and realistic water sound simulation. I am currently working on integrating the water sound
simulator with physically-based water animation methods, to create a unified simulation of sound and visuals
for water.

4. APPLICATIONS TO AUDITORY DISPLAY

Once the material sounds described above have been mastered and can be recreated digitally in real-time,
we can consider what to do with these new controllable sounds. Following John Cage we could use them to
make music. One attempt in this direction is [Hoskinson et al. 2003], which describes a drawing program
that creates sound models for solid objects corresponding to the shapes drawn, which then can be interacted
with to produce sounds.

Another application is for auditory display proper. The key distinguishing factor here is that these
physically modeled sounds are by nature interactive, and lend themselves particularly well to interactive
displays, where the user actively participates in the sensing of the data. We are so used to having these
sounds around in the real world, that a proper use and mapping of their meaning in the real world to their
intended meaning in the auditory display can potentially be very effective. My SoundView system [Doel
2003; Doel et al. 2004] attempts to use scraping sounds as a metaphor to create an interactive auditory
display of color images for the blind.
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